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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected linear algebraic group and H its closed subgroup.
When a Borel subgroup of G has a Zariski-dense orbit in H _ G, we say
w x w xthat H _ G is spherical B . By V , symmetric spaces are spherical in this
sense. More generally, when there exists a parabolic subgroup P of G such
that H _ G has a Zariski-dense P-orbit, we say that H _ G is weakly
 .spherical or P-spherical . We shall consider everything over the complex
number field C.
To develop the theory of Eisenstein series on weakly spherical homoge-
neous spaces, we need many examples. When G s GL , it is closelyn
w xrelated with a prehomogeneous vector space S .
 .  .A homogeneous space r H _ GL is called simple when H, r is ofn
 l .the form GL = G r q ??? q r , where each r is an irreducible repre-1 s 1 l i
sentation of a simple algebraic group G and GLl acts on each irreducibles 1
component as a scalar multiplication.
 .In this paper I , as the first trial toward the classification of weakly
spherical homogeneous spaces, we shall classify all simple weakly spherical
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 .homogeneous spaces r H _ GL withn
 .)k t! # " ! # "
kq tH , r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . . 1 r 1 1 / /
This paper consists of the following four sections.
1. Preliminaries
2. The case when r : H ª GL is irreduciblen
 .3. Non-irreducible case r H _ GL withn
 .)k t! # " ! # "
kq tH , r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . 1 r 1 1 / /
 .4. Table of simple weakly spherical homogeneous spaces r H _
GL withn.
 .)k t! # " ! # "
kq tH , r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . 1.  r . 1 1 / /
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a connected linear algebraic group and H its closed subgroup.
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 H _ G is P-spherical.
 . y12 gHg _ G is P-spherical for any g g G.
 . y13 H _ G is gPg -spherical for any g g G.
 . t y1 t y1 t y14 H _ G is P -spherical.
Proof. Clearly H _ G is P-spherical if and only if G has a Zariski-dense
orbit HyP. However, HyP is dense in G if and only if gHyP s
 y1 . .  y1  y1 . y1 . t .y1 t y1 t y1gHg gy P resp. HyPg s H yg gPg , HyP s H ? y ?
t y1.P is dense in G.
  ..From now on, we shall assume that G s GL s GL n and letn
 . .P s P e , . . . , e e q ??? qe s n be a standard parabolic sub-e , . . . , e 1 r 1 r1 r
group given as follows.
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P e , . . . , e .1 r
.¡ ¦P P . P11 12 1 r.
. .0 P . .22 . .~ ¥s g GL ; P g M e , e 1 F i , j F n . .  .n i j i j. .0 0 . .. . 0¢ §0 0 0 Pr r
1.1 .
COROLLARY 1.2. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .  .1 H _ GL is P e , e , . . . , e -spherical.n 1 2 r
 . t y1  .2 H _ GL is P e , e , . . . , e -spherical.n r ry1 1









Äy1 Ä Ä t y1 .Then we have I s I and one can easily check that I P e , . . . , e ?n n n 1 r
y1Ä  .I s P e , . . . , e . Hence we have our result by Proposition 1.1.n r 1
Put f s e , f s e q e , . . . , f s e q ??? qe , . . . , f s e q ??? qe s1 1 2 1 2 i 1 i r 1 r
 .  .  .  .n. Let GL f = GL f = ??? = GL f act on V s M n, f [ ??? [r ry1 1 ry1
 .  .  y1 y1.  .M f , f by r g ¨ s g ¨ g , . . . , g ¨ g for g s g , . . . , g g2 1 r ry1 ry1 2 1 1 r 1
 .  .  .  .GL f = ??? = GL f and ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V s M n, f [ ??? [r 1 ry1 1 ry1
 .  .  .M f , f . Then it is a prehomogeneous vector space PV . The GL f -part2 1 r
of a generic isotropy subgroup of a generic point
I If fry 1 1¨ s , . . . ,0  /0 0
 .   .  ..is a parabolic subgroup P e , . . . , e . Hence H = P e , . . . , e , M n1 r 1 r
  .  .  .is a PV if and only if H = GL f = GL f = ??? = GL f ,r ry1 1
 .  .  ..M n [ M n, f [ ??? [ M f , f is a PV, where g ? ¨ sry 1 2 1
 y1 y1 y1.  .h¨ g , g ¨ g , . . . , g ¨ g for g s h, g , . . . , g g H =r r r ry1 ry1 2 1 1 r 1
 .  .  .  .  .GL f = ??? = GL f and ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g M n [ M n, f [ ??? [r 1 r 1 ry1
 .  .M f , f . It is clear that H _ GL is P e , . . . , e -spherical if and only if2 1 n 1 r
  .  ..H = P e , . . . , e , M n is a PV. Since a generic isotropy subgroup of1 r
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  .  ..  .  .H = GL f , M n at a generic point I is given by h, h g H = GL f ;r n r
4   .h g H ( H, it is also PV-equivalent to H = GL f = ??? =ry1
 .  .  ..GL f , M n, f [ ??? [ M f , f . Thus we obtain the following1 ry1 2 1
w xproposition, which we learned from Professor Fumihiro Sato S .
 .PROPOSITION 1.3 F. Sato . Put f s e , f s e q e , . . . , f s1 1 2 1 2 r
e q ??? qe s n. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.1 r
 .  .1 H _ GL is P e , . . . , e -spherical.n 1 r
 .   .  .  .  .  .2 H = GL f = GL f = ??? = GL f , M n [ M n, fr ry1 1 ry1
 ..[ ??? [ M f , f is a PV, where the action is gi¨ en by g ? ¨ s2 1
 y1 y1 y1.  .h¨ g , g ¨ g , . . . , g ¨ g for g s h, g , . . . , g g H = GLr r r ry1 ry1 2 1 1 r 1
 .  .  .  .  .f = ??? = GL f and ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g M n [ M n, f [ ??? [r 1 r 1 ry1
 .M f , f .2 1
 .   .  .  .  ..3 H = GL f = ??? = GL f , M n, f [ ??? [ M f , f isry1 1 ry1 2 1
 y1a PV, where the action is gi¨ en by g ? ¨ s h¨ g , g ¨ry1 ry1 ry1 ry2
y1 y1.  .  .g , . . . , g ¨ g for g s h, g , . . . , g g H = GL f = ??? =ry2 2 1 1 ry1 1 ry1
 .  .  .  .GL f and ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g M n, f [ ??? [ M f , f .1 ry1 1 ry1 2 1
As a corollary, we obtain the simple proof of Teranishi's generalized
castling transform.
 w x.COROLLARY 1.4 Teranishi T . Let n s e q ??? qe , and r : H ª1 r
 .GL n a rational representation. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .   . U  ..1 H = P e , . . . , e , r m L , M n, n y e is a PV.1 ry1 1 r
 .   . U  ..2 H = P e , . . . , e , r* m L , M n, n y e is a PV.r 2 1 1
 .  .Proof. Note that 1 is PV-equivalent to 3 in Proposition 1.3. Hence,
 .by Corollary 1.2 and again by Proposition 1.3, it is PV-equivalent to 2 .
Note that when r s 2, Corollary 1.4 gives a usual castling transforma-
tion.
2. THE CASE WHEN r : H ª GL IS IRREDUCIBLEn
In this section, we shall consider an irreducible representation r :
H ª GL of a simple algebraic group H.n
w x w x.  .PROPOSITION 2.1 SK ; p. 372 in type I . We identify r H and H:
 .  .r H s H. By Proposition 1.3, H _ GL is P m, n y m -spherical if andn
  ..  .only if H = GL , r m L , M n, m is a PV n ) m G 1 . All such PV 'sm 1
are gi¨ en as follows.
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 .   ..I H = GL , r m L , M n, m with only m s 1 or m s n y 1.m 1
 .Such H, r are gi¨ en as follows.
 .  .  .1 SL , 2L k G 4k 1
 .  .  .2 SL , L k G 42 k 2
 .  .  .3 SL , L k s 6, 7, 8k 3
 .  .4 SL , 3L2 1
 .  .5 Sp , L3 3
 .  .  .6 Spin , the spin rep. k s 9, 11k
 .  .  .7 Spin , a half-spin rep. k s 12, 14k
 .  .8 E , L with deg. 6L s 56.7 6 6
 .   ..II H = GL , r m L , M n, m with only m s 1, 2, n y 2, n y 1.m 1
 .Such H, r are gi¨ en as follows.
 .  .  .1 SL , L k G 32 kq1 2
 .  .2 SL , L6 2
 .  .3 SL , 2L3 1
 .  .4 G , L with deg L s 72 2 2
 .  .5 E , L with deg L s 27.6 1 1
 .  .   .  ..III 1 Spin = GL , the spin rep.m L , V 8 m V m , m s7 m 1
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7
 .   .  ..2 Spin = GL , a half-spin rep.m L , V 16 m V m , m s10 m 1
1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15
 .   .  ..3 SL = GL , L m L , V 10 m V m , 1 F m F 9, m / 55 m 2 1
 .  .   .  ..IV 1 SO = GL , L m L , V n m V m , 1 F m F n y 1n m 1 1
 .   .  ..2 Sp = GL , L m L , V n m V m , 1 F m - n s 2k.k m 1 1
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let H, r with deg r s n be one of I in Proposi-
 .tion 2.1. Then H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P is conjugate ton
 .  .  .  .P 1, n y 1 or P n y 1, 1 . Note that we identify H and r H ; GL .n
 .Proof. By Proposition 1.3, H _ GL is P e , e -spherical if and only ifn 1 2
 .  .  .  .e , e s 1, n y 1 or n y 1, 1 . If H _ GL is P e , e , e -spherical,1 2 n 1 2 3
 .  . then it must be P e q e , e and P e , e q e -spherical since P e q1 2 3 1 2 3 1
.  .  .  .e , e > P e , e , e , etc. Hence we have e , e , e s 1, n y 2, 1 . By2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .Proposition 1.3, H _ GL is P 1, n y 2, 1 -spherical if and only ifn
 U U .  2H = GL = GL , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L ( GL = H = SL ,ny1 1 1 1 1 1 ny1
U .r m L q 1 m L is a PV. However, it is a non-PV by Theorem 2.1 and1 1
w x  .Lemma 2.2, page 375 in type I . Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for1 r
any r G 3.
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let H s L SL with k G 3 so that n s deg2 2 kq1
 .  .L s k 2k q 1 . Then H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P e , e2 n 1 2
 .  .  .  .  . with e , e s 1, n y 1 , 2, n y 2 , n y 2, 2 , n y 1, 1 and P 1, 1, n y1 2
.  .2 , P n y 2, 1, 1 .
 .Proof. We obtain our results for P e , e by Propositions 1.3 and 2.1.1 2
 .  .If H _ GL is P e , e , e -spherical, then it must be P e q e , e andn 1 2 3 1 2 3
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 .  .  . P e , e q e -spherical. Hence e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 , n y1 2 3 1 2 3
.  .  .  .  .2, 1, 1 , 1, n y 2, 1 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 2, n y 3, 1 , and 2, n y 4, 2 . By Corol-
 .  .lary 1.2, it is not necessary to consider n y 2, 1, 1 and 2, n y 3, 1 . By
 . Proposition 1.3, H _ GL is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if SL =n 1 2 3 2 kq1
 .  . U U .GL e q e = GL e , L m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. When e s1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
 2  . U .1, it is equivalent to GL = SL = SL e q 1 , L m L q 1 m L1 2 kq1 2 2 1 1
and it is a PV when e s 1 Theorem 2.11 for k s 3, Theorem 2.7 for2
w x.k s 4, and Theorem 2.5 for k G 5 in type I . However, it is a non-PV
when e s n y 3 Lemma 2.2 for k s 3, 4 and Theorem 2.1 for k G 5 in2
w x. type I or when e s n y 2 Theorem 2.12 for k s 3 and Theorem 2.7 for2
w x.k G 4 in type I . When e s 2 and e s n y 4, it is a non-PV by1 2
 .dimension reason. Now if H _ GL is P e , e , e , e -spherical, then itn 1 2 3 4
 .  .must be P e , e , e q e and P e q e , e , e -spherical and hence e s1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 2
 .  e s 1, and e , e is 1 or n y 3. If it is P 1, 1, 1, n y 3 resp. P n y3 1 4
..  .   ..3, 1, 1, 1 -spherical, it must be P 1, 2, n y 3 resp. P n y 3, 2, 1 -
 .spherical, i.e., a contradiction. Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for1 r
any r G 4.
 .   .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let H s L SL with n s 15 resp. 2L SL with2 6 1 3
 . .n s 6, L E with n s 27 . Then H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if1 6 n
 .  .  .  .P s P 1, n y 1 , P 2, n y 2 , P n y 2, 2 , and P n y 1, 1 .
Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 2.1, we have our assertion for P s
 .  .  .  .P e , e . If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then e q e , e and e , e q e1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .must be 1, n y 1 , 2, n y 2 , n y 2, 2 , or n y 1, 1 . Hence we have
 .  .  .  .  . e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 1, n y 2, 1 , 2, n y 4, 2 and 2,1 2 3
.  .n y 3, 1 , n y 2, 1, 1 . By Corollary 1.2, it is not necessary to consider
 .  .  .2, n y 3, 1 , n y 2, 1, 1 . By Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if1 2 3
  .  . U U .and only if H = GL e q e = GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a1 2 1 1 1 1
PV, where r : H ª GL is an injection. When e s 1, it is equivalent ton 1
 2  . U .GL = H = SL e q 1 , r m L q 1 m L , which is a non-PV for e s1 2 1 1 2
w x  w1, 12, 13 by Lemma 2.2 in type I resp. for e s 1, 3 by Lemma 2.2 in type2
x w xI and for e s 4 by Theorem 2.1 in type I ; resp. for e s 1, 24, 25 by2 2
w x.Theorem 2.1 in type I . By dimension reason, it is a non-PV for e s 21
 .  .and e s 11 resp. e s 2, e s 23 . Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical2 2 2 1 r
for any r G 3.
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let H s L G with n s 7. Then H _ GL is P-2 2 7
 .  .  .  .  .  .spherical if and only if P s P e , e with e , e s 1, 6 , 2, 5 , 5, 2 , 6, 11 2 1 2
 .  .  .and P s P 1, 1, 5 , P 1, 5, 1 , P 5, 1, 1 .
 .Proof. For P s P e , e , we have our results by Propositions 1.3 and1 2
 .  .  .2.1. If it is P e , e , e -spherical, we have e , e , e s 1, 1, 5 ,1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .   .  ..1, 4, 2 , 1, 5, 1 , 2, 3, 2 and 2, 4, 1 , 5, 1, 1 . By Proposition 1.3, it is
 .   .  .P e , e , e -spherical if and only if G = GL e q e = GL e , L m1 2 3 2 1 2 1 2
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U U .  2L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. If e s 1, it is equivalent to GL =1 1 1 1 1
 . U .G = SL e q 1 , L m L q 1 m L , which is a PV for e s 1 and 5 by2 2 2 1 1 1
w xTheorem 2.5 in type I while it is a non-PV for e s 4 by Theorem 2.1 in2
w xtype I . When e s 2 and e s 3, it is a non-PV by a dimension reason. If1 2
 .  . it is P e , e , e , e -spherical, then it is P e q e , e , e , P e , e q1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2
.  .e , e , P e , e , e q e -spherical and hence e , . . . , e s 1 or 5 with3 4 1 2 3 4 1 4
 .e q ??? qe s 7, which is impossible. Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spheri-1 4 1 r
cal for any r G 4.
 .   .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let H s L Spin with n s 8 resp. L9 Spin with7 10
 . .  . n s 16, L SL with n s 10 , where L resp. L9 is the spin resp. a2 5
.half-spin representation. Then H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P sn
 . P m, n y m with m s 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 resp. 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15; resp. 1 F m F
.  .  .  . 9, m / 5 ; P 1, 1, n y 2 , P 1, 2, n y 3 , P 1, n y 3, 2 , P 1, n y
.  .   .  .  . 2, 1 , P 2, 1, n y 3 and P 2, n y 3, 1 , P n y 3, 1, 2 , P n y 3, 2, 1 P n y
..  .  .   . 2, 1, 1 ; P 1, 1, 1, n y 3 , P 1, 1, n y 3, 1 and P 1, n y 3, 1, 1 , P n y
..3, 1, 1, 1 .
Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 2.1, we have our assertion for P s
 .  .P e , e . If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then similarly to the above, we1 2 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  . have e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 , 1, 2, n y 3 , 1, n y 4, 3 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 1,1 2 3
.  .  .  .  .  n y 2, 1 , 2, 1, n y 3 , 2, n y 5, 3 , 2, n y 4, 2 , 3, n y 6, 3 and 2, n y
.  .  .  .  .  .3, 1 , 3, n y 5, 2 , 3, n y 4, 1 , n y 3, 1, 2 , n y 3, 2, 1 , n y 2, 1, 1 ; cf.
.  .Corollary 1.2 . Moreover, in the case H s L SL , we have also2 5
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1, 3, 6 , 1, 5, 4 , 2, 2, 6 , 2, 4, 4 , 3, 1, 6 , 3, 3, 4 , 4, 2, 4 and
 .  .  .  .  .  . .4, 3, 3 , 4, 4, 2 , 4, 5, 1 , 6, 1, 3 , 6, 2, 2 , 6, 3, 1 ; cf. Corollary 1.2 .
 . By Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if H =1 2 3
 .  . U U .GL e q e = GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV, where r :1 2 1 1 1 1
 2H ª GL is the inclusion. When e s 1, it is equivalent to GL = H =n 1 1
 . U .SL e q 1 , r m L q 1 m L , which is a PV for e s 1, 2, n y 3 by2 1 1 2
  . .Theorem 2.5 for L SL by Theorems 2.8, 2.5, 2.7, respectively and2 5
  . . w xe s n y 2 by Theorem 2.7 for L SL by Theorem 2.9 in type I , while2 2 5
  . .it is a non-PV for e s n y 4 for L SL , also e s 3, 5 by Theorem 2.12 2 5 2
w x  .  . w xin type I . If e , e s 2, 1 , it is a PV by Theorem 2.5 in type I . If1 2
 .  .  . w xe , e s 2, n y 5 , 3, n y 6 , it is a non-PV by Lemma 2.17 in Kasai . If1 2
 .  . w xe , e s 2, n y 4 , it is a non-PV by Theorem 3.15 in Kasai . When1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H s L SL with e , e s 2, 2 , 2, 4 , 3, 1 , 3, 3 , and 4.2 , it is a non-2 5 1 2
w x  .PV by Lemma 2.16 in Kasai . Hence if it is P e , e , e , e -spherical, then1 2 3 4
 .  .  . e q e , e , e , e , e q e , e , e , e , e q e must be one of 1, 1, n y1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
.  .  .  .  .  . 2 , 1, 2, n y 3 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 1, n y 2, 1 , 2, 1, n y 3 , 2, n y 3, 1 , n y 3,
.  .  .  . 1, 2 , n y 3, 2, 1 , n y 2, 1, 1 , and we have e , e , e , e s 1, 1, 1, n y1 2 3 4
.  .   .  . .3 , 1, 1, n y 3, 1 and 1, n y 3, 1, 1 , n y 3, 1, 1, 1 ; cf. Corollary 1.2 . It is
 . P 1, 1, 1, n y 3 -spherical if and only if H = GL = GL = GL , r m3 2 1
U U U .L m 1 m 1 q 1 m L m L m 1 q 1 m 1 m L m L is a PV. Since the1 1 1 1 1
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 U .GL -part of a generic isotropy subgroup of H = GL , r m L is SO3 3 1 3
w x  w x.  .SK , it is a PV Theorem 2.5 in type I . Similarly it is P 1, 1, n y 3, 1 -
 Uspherical if and only if H = GL = GL = GL , r m L m 1 m 1 qny1 2 1 1
U U .  .1 m L m L m 1 q 1 m 1 m L m L is a PV. When H s L Spin , the1 1 1 1 7
 U . w xGL -part of a generic isotropy subgroup of H = GL , r m L is G SK ,7 7 1 2
 w x.  .and hence it is a PV Theorem 2.5 in type I . When H s L9 Spin , the10
 .   .. w xLie algebra Lie H ; M 16 is given by page 120 in SK . Then the
 .isotropy subalgebra at the following point, x , is given by Lie SL and it is0 2
a PV.
I15 1x s , a q a , a q a , .0 5 6 11 12  / 51y1, 0, . . . , 0 2.1 .
g M 16, 15 [ M 15, 2 [ M 2, 1 , .  .  .
where a is a column vector in C15 with ith entry 1 and remaining parts 0.i
 . When H s L SL , the isotropy subalgebra at a n a q a n a ,2 5 1 3 2 4
a n a , a n a , a n a , a n a , a n a , a n a , a n a ,1 2 1 4 3 4 2 3 1 5 2 5 3 5
.  . .4  .a n a , b q b , b q b q b , g , where a resp. b , g is a4 5 2 4 1 6 7 1 i i i
5  9 2 .column vector in C resp. C , C with ith entry 1 and remaining parts 0,
 4  .is 0 and hence it is a PV. Now if it is P e , . . . , e -spherical, then1 5
e , . . . , e s 1 or n y 3 with e q ??? qe s n, which is impossible. Hence1 5 1 5
 .it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 5.1 r
Finally, the following proposition is well known.
w x w x.PROPOSITION 2.7 Kr ; Th. 2.27 and Prop. 4.23 in KKY . SO _ GLn n
and Sp _ GL are P-spherical for any parabolic subgroup P; i.e., they arem 2 m
spherical.
 .3. THE NON-IRREDUCIBLE CASE r H _ GL WITHn
k t! # " ! # "
kq t *. .   . .H, r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 11 r 1 1
Let
t! # "
r s r q ??? qr q 1 q ??? q 1 k G 1, k q t G 2 .1 k
be a representation of H s GLkq t = G with a simple algebraic group G ,1 s s
where GLkq t acts on each irreducible component as a scalar multiplica-1
 . tion. Let n s deg r. Then by Proposition 1.3, r H _ GL is P m, n yn
.  .m -spherical if and only if H = GL r m L is a PV.m 1
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 .PROPOSITION 3.1. All such PV 's H = GL , r m L withm 1
 .)k t! # " ! # "
kq tH , r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . 1 r 1 1 / /
are gi¨ en as follows.
 .  .  .I H = GL r m L , with only m s 1 or m s n y 1. Such H, rm 1
with H s GLkq t = G are gi¨ en as follows.1 s
k y 1 t! # " ! # "
U1 G s SL ; r s L q ??? q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . s r 1 1 1
r q 1 G k G 2, t G 0 . .
t! # "
2 G s SL ; r s 2L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .s r 1
t! # "
) .r s 2L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .1 1
t! # "
3 G s SL r 9 G 3 ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .  .s 2 r 9 2
s t! # " ! # "
) . ) .r s L q L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 12 1 1
1 F s F 3; t G 0 . .
t! # "
4 G s SL r 9 G 2 ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , .  .  .s 2 r 9q1 2
t! # "
r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , .2 2
s t! # " ! # "
) . ) .r s L q L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 12 1 1
1 F s F 3; t G 0 .
except L q L q L q LU q 1 q ??? q1.2 1 1 1
t! # "
5 G s SL ; r s 3L q 1 q ??? q t t G 1 . .  .s 2 1
t! # "
6 G s SL ; L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .s 4 2 1
t! # "
U7 G s SL ; r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .  .s 5 2 2 1
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t! # "
8 G s SL ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .s 6 3
t! # "
) .r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , .3 1
t! # "
r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .3 1 1
t! # "
9 G s SL ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .s 7 3
t! # "
) .r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .3 1
t! # "
10 G s SL ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .s 8 3
t! # "
11 G s Sp ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , .  .s r 1
t! # "
r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , .1 1
t! # "
r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .1 1 1
t! # "
12 G s Sp ; r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .  .s 2 2 1
t! # "
13 G s Sp ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .s 3 3
r s L q L q 1 q ??? q1 t G 0 . .3 1
t! # "
14 G s SO ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 . .  .s r 1
t! # "
15 G s Spin ; r s the spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 , .  .s 7
r s the spin rep. q the ¨ector rep.
t! # "
q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .
t! # "
16 G s Spin n s 9, 11 ; r s the spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .  .s n
17 .
t! # "
G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q the ¨ector rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .s 8
t! # "
18 G s Spin ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , .  .s 10 e
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t! # "
r s L q the ¨ector rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , .e
t! # "
r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , .e e
where L s the e¨en half-spin representation.e
t! # "
19 G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , .  .s 12
r s a half-spin rep. q the ¨ector rep.
t! # "
q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 . .
t! # "
20 G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .s 14
t! # "
21 G s G ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 . .  .s 2 2
t! # "
22 G s E ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .s 6 1
t! # "
23 G s E ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 . .  .s 7 6
 .  .II H = GL , r m L with only m s 1, 2, n y 2 and n y 1. Suchm 1
 . kq tH, r with H s GL = G are gi¨ en as follows.1 s
1 G s SL ; r s L q 1 r 9 G 3 , .  .s 2 r 9q1 2
r s L q 1 q 1 r 9 G 2 , .2
r s L q 1 q 1 q 1 r 9 G 2 . .2
2 G s SL ; r s L q L . . s 4 2 1
3 G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1, . s 10
r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1 q 1.
4 G s G ; r s L q 1. . s 2 2
 .  .III H = GL , r m L with only m s 1, 2, 3, n y 3, n y 2, andm 1
 . kq tn y 1. Such H, r with H s GL = G are gi¨ en as follows.1 s
1 G s SL ; r s L q 1. . s 5 2
2 G s Spin ; r s the spin rep. q1. . s 7
3 G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1. . s 10
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 .  .  .IV H = GL , r m L with 1 F m F n y 1. Such H, r withm 1
H s GLkq t = G are gi¨ en as follows.1 s
1 G s SO ; r s L q 1. . s r 1
t! # "
2 G s Sp ; r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 1 F t F 3 . .  .s r 1
w x w x w xProof. We obtain our results by SK , Simple , type I , and Section 3 in
w xtype II .
LEMMA 3.2.
t! # "
Ukqtq1GL =G =SL , r q???qr m L q1 m L q ??? q L qL .1 s ny1 1 k 1 1 1 1 /
with k G 1, k q t G 2 and n s deg r q ??? qdeg r q t, is a PV if and1 k
 3  U ..only if it is GL = Sp = SL , L m L q 1 m L q L .1 r 2 r 1 1 1 1
Proof. If t G 1, then we have n y 1 G deg r q ??? qdeg r so that it1 k
must be of type II. If t s 0, then we have k G 2 y t s 2 so that n y 1 )
 . deg r 1 F i F k and hence it is also of type II. For t s 0 resp. t s 1,i
.  .t G 2 , we have our results by Proposition 3.8 resp. Theorems 3.10, 3.12
w xin type II .
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let H, r with deg r s n be one of I in Proposition
 .  .3.1. Then r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P is P 1, n y 1 orn
 .P n y 1, 1 .
 .  .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, r H _ GL is P e , e -spherical ifn 1 2
 .  .  .  .and only if e , e s 1, n y 1 or n y 1, 1 . If r H _ GL is1 2 n
 .  .  .P e , e , e -spherical, then we have e , e , e s 1, n y 2, 1 . By Proposi-1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .tion 1.3, r H _ GL is P 1, n y 2, 1 -spherical if and only ifn
H = GL = GL , r m LU m 1 q 1 m L m LU .ny1 1 1 1 1
( GLtqkq1 = G = SL , r q ??? qr m L .1 s ny1 1 k 1
t! # "
Uq1 m L q ??? q L q L1 1 1 / /
 .  .is a PV. By Lemma 3.2, it is a non-PV in our case I . Hence r H _ GLn
 .is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 3.1 r
 . kq t  .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let H, r with H s GL = G be one of II , III in1 s
  .  . U U .Proposition 3.1. Then H = GL 2 = GL 1 , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L1 1 1
 kq tq1 U .  .( GL = G = SL , r m L q 1 m L is a PV if and only if 11 s 2 1 1
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 .  .G s SL r 9 G 2 ; r s L q 1, r s L q 1 q 1, or 2 G s Spin ;s 2 r 9q1 2 2 s 10
r s L9 q 1, r s L9 q 1 q 1, where L9 s a half-spin representation.
w xProof. We have our results by type I .
 . kq t  .  .LEMMA 3.5. Let H, r with H s GL = G be one of II , III in1 s
  .  . UProposition 3.1. Then H = GL n y 2 = GL 1 , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m1 1
U .  kq tq1 U .L ( GL = G = SL , r m L q 1 m L is a non-PV.1 1 s ny2 1 1
Proof. Assume that t s 1 and k s 1. Then it is of type I and we have
w x our results by type I . If t s 0 and k G 2 resp. t s 1 and k G 2, resp.
. t G 2 , then it is of type II, and by Proposition 3.8 resp. Theorem 3.10,
.resp. Theorem 3.12 , we have our results.
 . kq t  .  .LEMMA 3.6. Let H, r with H s GL = G be one of II , III in1 s
  .  . UProposition 3.1. Then H = GL n y 2 = GL 2 , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m1 1
.L* is a non-PV.1
Proof. Since dim G y dim V s dim H q 12 y 4n - 0 for our case, we
obtain our assertion.
 . kq t  .PROPOSITION 3.7. Let H, r with H s GL = G n s deg r be one1 s
 .  .  .of 1 G s SL r 9 G 2 ; r s L q 1 q 1 q 1, 2 G s SL ; r ss 2 r 9q1 2 s 4
 .  .L q L , 3 G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1 q 1, 4 G s G ;2 1 s 10 s 2
 .  .r s L q 1. Then r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P m, n y m2 n
with m s 1, 2, n y 2, n y 1.
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  .  . If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then we have e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 , 1,1 2 3 1 2 3
.  .  .  .  .n y 2, 1 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 2, n y 4, 2 and n y 2, 1, 1 , 2, n y 3, 1 . By Corol-
 .  .lary 1.2, it is not necessary to consider n y 2, 1, 1 , 2, n y 3, 1 . By Propo-
 .   .sition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if H = GL e q e =1 2 3 1 2
 . U U . GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. By Lemma 3.4 resp. Lem-1 1 1 1
.  .  .   . mas 3.2, 3.5, 3.6 , it is a non-PV for e , e s 1, 1 resp. 1, n y 2 , 1,1 2
.  ..  .n y 3 , 2, n y 4 . Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 3.1 r
 . kq t  .PROPOSITION 3.8. Let H, r with H s GL = G n s deg r be one1 s
 .  .  .  .of 1 G s SL ; r s L q 1 r 9 G 3 , r s L q 1 q 1 r 9 G 2 , 2s 2 r 9q1 2 2
 .G s Spin ; r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1. Then r H _ GL is P-sphericals 10 n
 . if and only if P s P m, n y m with m s 1, 2, n y 2, n y 1 and P 1, 1, n y
.  .2 , P n y 2, 1, 1 .
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  .  . If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then we have e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 , 1,1 2 3 1 2 3
.  .  .  .  .n y 2, 1 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 2, n y 4, 2 and n y 2, 1, 1 , 2, n y 3, 1 . By Corol-
 .  .lary 1.2, it is not necessary to consider n y 2, 1, 1 , 2, n y 3, 1 . By Propo-
 .   .sition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if H = GL e q e =1 2 3 1 2
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 . U U .GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. By Lemma 3.4, it is a PV for1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  e , e s 1, 1 . It is a non-PV for e , e s 1, n y 2 resp. 1, n y1 2 1 2
.  ..  .  .3 , 2, n y 4 by Lemma 3.2 resp. Lemmas 3.5, 3.6 . If it is P e , . . . , e -1 4
spherical, we have e q e s 1, i.e., a contradiction. Hence it is not2 3
 .P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 4.1 r
 . kq t  .LEMMA 3.9. Let H, r with H s GL = G be one of III in Propo-1 s
  .  . U U .sition 3.1. Then H = GL e q e = GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L1 2 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .is a non-PV for e , e s 1, 2 , 1, n y 4 , 2, 1 , 2, n y 5 , and 3, n y 6 .1 2
 .  .  .   .  ..Proof. For e , e s 1, 2 , 2, 1 resp. 2, n y 5 , 3, n y 6 , we have1 2
w x  w x.our results by Theorem 2.15 in type I resp. Theorem 3.15 in Kasai .
 .  .  .   .  ..  .Assume that e , e s 1, n y 4 . Then, for 1 resp. 2 , 3 of III in1 2
Proposition 3.1, we have our results by Theorem 2.7 resp. Theorems 2.1,
. w x2.5 in type I .
 .  2 .PROPOSITION 3.10. Let H, r s GL = Spin , the spin rep. q1 . Then1 7
 .  .r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P m, 9 y m with m s9
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8.
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  .If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then we have e , e , e s1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1, 1, 7 , 1, 2, 6 , 1, 5, 3 , 1, 6, 2 , 1, 7, 1 , 2, 1, 6 , 2, 4, 3 , 2, 5, 2 , 3, 3, 3
  .  .  .  .  .  . .and 2, 6, 1 , 3, 4, 2 , 3, 5, 1 , 6, 1, 2 , 6, 2, 1 , 7, 1, 1 ; cf. Corollary 1.2 . By
 .   .Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if H = GL e q e1 2 3 1 2
 . U U .= GL e , r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. However, it is a non-PV1 1 1 1
 .by Lemmas 3.2, 3.4]3.6, and 3.9. Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for1 r
any r G 3.
 .  2 .PROPOSITION 3.11. Let H, r s GL = SL , L q 1 with n s 11 or1 5 2
 2 .  .GL = Spin , a half-spin rep. q1 with n s 17. Then r H _ GL is1 10 n
 .  .P-spherical if and only if P s P m, n y m , P n y m, m with m s 1, 2, 3
 .  .and P 1, 1, n y 2 , P n y 2, 1, 1 .
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  .  .If it is P e , e , e -spherical, then we have e , e , e s 1, 1, n y 2 ,1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  . 1, 2, n y 3 , 1, n y 4, 3 , 1, n y 3, 2 , 1, n y 2, 1 , 2, 1, n y 3 , 2, n y
.  .  .   .  .  .5, 3 , 2, n y 4, 2 , 3, n y 6, 3 and 2, n y 3, 1 , 3, n y 5, 2 , 3, n y 4, 1 ,
 .  .  . .n y 3, 1, 2 , n y 3, 2, 1 , n y 2, 1, 1 ; cf. Corollary 1.2 . By Proposition
 .   .  .1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if H = GL e q e = GL e ,1 2 3 1 2 1
U U .  .  .r m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV. For e , e s 1, 1 , it is a PV by1 1 1 1 2
Lemma 3.4. For the remaining eight cases, it is a non-PV by Lemmas 3.2,
 .3.5, 3.6, and 3.9. If it is P e , e , e , e -spherical, then we have e q e s 1,1 2 3 4 2 3
 .i.e., a contradiction. Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 4.1 r
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 .  2 .PROPOSITION 3.12. Let H, r s GL = SO , L q 1 with n s r q 1.1 r 1
 .  .Then r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P m, n y m withn
1 F m F r s n y 1.
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  2 .By Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if GL = SO1 2 3 1 r
 .  .  . U U .= GL e q e = GL e , L q 1 m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a PV.1 2 1 1 1 1 1
 . Since the GL e q e -part of generic isotropy subgroup of SO =1 2 r
 . U .  .  2GL e q e , L m L is SO e q e , it is PV-equivalent to GL =1 2 1 1 1 2 1
 .  . .SO e q e = SL e , L m 1 q L m L , which is a non-PV by sub-1 2 1 1 1 1
w x  .lemma 2.4.2 in type I . Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any1 r
r G 3.
w x w x.  .  2PROPOSITION 3.13 Kr ; Th. 2.24 in KKY . Let H, r s GL =1
.  .Sp , L q 1 with n s 2 r q 1. Then r H _ GL is P-spherical for anyr 1 n
parabolic subgroup P, i.e., it is spherical.
 .  3 .PROPOSITION 3.14. Let H, r s GL = Sp , L q 1 q 1 with n s1 r 1
 .  .2 r q 2. Then r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P m, n y mn
 .  .1 F m F n y 1 and P e , e , e with e s odd.1 2 3 2
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  3 .By Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if GL = Sp1 2 3 1 r
 .  .  . U U .= GL e q e = GL e , L q 1 q 1 m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is a1 2 1 1 1 1 1
w xPV. Then, by Proposition 13, page 40 in SK , when 2 r G e q e and1 2
w xProposition 1.33 in type II , when e q e s 2 r q 1, it is PV-equivalent to1 2
 4  .  .  . U .GL = SL e q e = SL e , L q L q L m 1 q L m L . When1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
 .e q e s odd, it is a PV if and only if e s even, i.e., e s odd by 2 of1 2 1 2
w xLemma 2.22 in type II . When e q e s even, it is PV-equivalent to1 2
 3  .  .  . .GL = Sp e = SL e , L m L q L q L m 1 since the generic1 1 1 1 1 1
  . .  .isotropy subgroup of GL e q e , L is Sp e with 2 e s e q e . By1 2 2 1 2
w xLemma 2.20 and Theorem 2.24 in type I , it is a PV if and only if
 .e s odd, i.e., e s odd. If it is P e , e , e , e -spherical, then e , e and1 2 1 2 3 4 2 3
 .e q e must be odd, i.e., a contradiction. Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -2 3 1 r
spherical for any r G 4.
 .  4 .PROPOSITION 3.15. Let H, r s GL = Sp , L q 1 q 1 q 1 with1 r 1
 .  .n s 2 r q 3. Then r H _ GL is P-spherical if and only if P s P m, n y mn
 .1 F m F n y 1 .
 .Proof. By Propositions 1.3 and 3.1, we have our results for P s P e , e .1 2
 .  4 .By Proposition 1.3, it is P e , e , e -spherical if and only if GL = Sp1 2 3 1 r
 .  .  . U U .= GL e q e = GL e , L q 1 q 1 q 1 m L m 1 q 1 m L m L is1 2 1 1 1 1 1
a PV. If 2 r q 1 G e q e , then similarly as in Proposition 3.14, we see1 2
 5  .  . that it is PV-equivalent to GL = SL e q e = SL e , L q L q1 1 2 1 2 1
. U .L q L m 1 q L m L . When e q e s odd, it is a non-PV by Propo-1 1 1 1 1 2
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w xsition 2.26 in type II . When e q e s even, similarly as in Proposition1 2
 4  .  .3 .14 , it is P V -e q u iva le n t to G L = S p e = S L e ,1 1
 . .L m L q L q L q L m 1 with 2 e s e q e . By Lemmas 2.20 and1 1 1 1 1 1 2
w x2.22 in type I , it is a non-PV. If e q e s 2 r q 2, then we have e s 1.1 2 3
 .  .Since P e , e , e -spherical if and only if P e , e , e -spherical by Corol-1 2 3 1 2 3
lary 1.2, we may assume that e s e s 1, e s 2 r q 1 since otherwise it1 3 2
 5  . reduces to the previous case. However, GL = Sp = SL 2 r q 2 , L q 11 r 1
. U . w xq 1 q 1 m L q 1 m L is a non-PV by Theorem 3.12 in type II .1 1
 .Hence it is not P e , . . . , e -spherical for any r G 3.1 r
Remark 3.16. Finally, we mention the case
k t! # " ! # "
kq tH , r s GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 . . 1 r 1 1 /
 .  .Assume that k G 2 and r ) f. Then r H _ GL is P f , kr q t y f -n
spherical if and only if
k t! # " ! # "
kq tGL = SL = GL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 m L1 r f 1 1 / /
w xis a PV. By type II , it is so if and only if there exist m, s, and j with
km F s, r s a s y a m, f s a s y a m, ta F m, where a is de-jq1 j j jy1 jq1 j
 .fined by a s y1, a s 0, and a s ka y a j G 2 . It is an openy1 0 j jy1 jy2
 .  .problem to determine when r H _ GL is P e , . . . , e -spherical forn 1 t
t G 3.
4. TABLE OF SIMPLE WEAKLY SPHERICAL
 .HOMOGENEOUS SPACES r H _ GL WITHn
k t! # " ! # "
kq t ) . .   . .H, r / GL = SL , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 11 r 1 1
 .  .  .Note that if r H _ GL n is P e , . . . , e -spherical, then it is also1 r
 .P-spherical for any parabolic subgroup P satisfying P > P e , . . . , e or1 r
 .P > P e , . . . , e . Therefore, in this table, we show only minimal parabolicr 1
 .  .subgroups P e , . . . , e with e F e or e F e , when e s e for1 r 1 r 2 ry1 1 r
 .  .  .which r H _ GL n is P e , . . . , e -spherical1 r
 .I The irreducible case
 .   . .   . .  .   .1 SL k , 2L _ GL k k q 1 r2 k G 4 , P 1, k k q 1 r1
.2 y 1 .
 .   . .  2 .  .  2 .2 SL 2k , L _ GL 2k y k k G 4 , P 1, 2k y k y 1 .2
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 .   . .  2 .  .  23 SL 2k q 1 , L _ GL 2k q k k G 3 , P 1, 1, 2k q2
.k y 2 .
 .   . .  .  .4 SL 2 , 3L _ GL 4 , P 1, 3 .1
 .   . .  .  .  .5 SL 3 , 2L _ GL 6 , P 1, 5 , P 2, 4 .1
 .   . .  .  .  .  .6 SL 5 , L _ GL 10 , P 4, 6 , P 1, 1, 1, 7 , P 1, 1, 7, 1 .2
 .   . .  .  .  .7 SL 6 , L rGL 15 , P 1, 14 , P 2, 13 .2
 .   . .  .  .8 SL 6 , L _ GL 20 , P 1, 19 .3
 .   . .  .  .9 SL 7 , L _ GL 35 , P 1, 34 .3
 .   . .  .  .10 SL 8 , L _ GL 56 , P 1, 55 .3
 .   . .  .  .11 Sp m , L _ GL 2m , P 1, 1, . . . , 1 .1
 .   . .  .  .12 Sp 3 , L _ GL 14 , P 1, 13 .3
 .   . .  .  .13 SO n , L _ GL n , P 1, 1, . . . , 1 .1
 .   . .  .  .  .14 Spin 7 , the spin rep. _ GL 8 , P 1, 1, 1, 5 , P 1, 1, 5, 1 .
 .   . .  .  .15 Spin 9 , the spin rep. _ GL 16 , P 1, 15 .
 .   . .  .  .16 Spin 10 , a half-spin rep. _ GL 16 , P 1, 1, 1, 13 ,
 .P 1, 1, 13, 1 .
 .   . .  .  .17 Spin 11 , the spin rep. _ GL 32 , P 1, 31 .
 .   . .  .  .18 Spin 12 , a half-spin rep. _ GL 32 , P 1, 31 .
 .   . .  .  .19 Spin 14 , a half-spin rep. _ GL 64 , P 1, 63 .
 .  .  .  .  .20 G , L _ GL 7 , P 1, 1, 5 , P 1, 5, 1 .2 2
 .  .  .  .  .21 E , L _ GL 27 , P 1, 26 , P 2, 25 .6 1
 .  .  .  .22 E , L _ GL 56 , P 1, 55 .7 6
 .  .  .II The non-irreducible case r H _ GL n with
Uk t! # " ! # "kq tH , r / GL 1 = SL r , L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 .  .  . 1 1 / /
 .kq tWe write H s GL 1 = G with a simple algebraic group G ands s
t! # "
r s r q ??? qr q 1 q ??? q 1 k G 1, k q t G 2 .1 k
with non-trivial irreducible representations r , . . . , r .1 k
k y 1 t! # " ! # "
U .  . 1 G s SL r , r s L q ??? q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 r q 1 G ks 1 1 1
.  .G 2, t G 0 , n s rk q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t r r q 1 .! # "
 .  .  .2 G s SL r , r s 2L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s q t,s 1 2
 .P 1, n y 1 .
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t! # "
) . .  .  .3 G s SL r , r s 2L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , ns 1 1
r r q 1 .
 .s q r q t, P 1, n y 1 .
2
t! # "
 .  .  .  . 4 G s SL 2 r 9 r 9 G 3 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s r 9 2 r 9s 2
.  .y 1 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
s t! # " ! # "
) . ) . .  . 5 G s SL 2 r 9 , r s L q L q ??? q L q 1 q ??? q 1 1 F ss 2 1 1
.  .  .F 3; t G 0 , n s r 9 2 r 9 y 1 q 2 r 9s q t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .  .6 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 3 , r s L q 1, n s r 9 2 r 9 q 1 q 1,s 2
 .P 1, 1, n y 2 .
 .  .  .  .7 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 2 , r s L q 1 q 1, n s r 9 2 r 9 q 1 qs 2
 .2, P 1, 1, n y 2 .
 .  .  . 8 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 2 , r s L q 1 q 1 q 1, n s r 9 2 r 9 qs 2
.  .  .1 q 3, P 1, n y 1 , P 2, n y 2 .
t! # "
 .  .  .  .9 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 2 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , n ss 2
 .  .r 9 2 r 9 q 1 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .  .10 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 2 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 ,s 2 2
 .  .n s 2 r 9 2 r 9 q 1 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
s! # "
) . ) . .  .  .11 G s SL 2 r 9 q 1 r 9 G 2 , r s L q L q ??? q L qs 2 1 1t! # "
U .1 q ??? q 1 1 F s F 3; t G 0 except L q L q L q L q 1 q ??? q1,2 1 1 1
 . .  .n s r 9 q s 2 r 9 q 1 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  . 12 G s SL 2 , r s 3L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 4 q t, P 1, n ys 1
.1 .
 .  .  .  .13 G s SL 4 , r s L q L , n s 10, P 1, 9 , P 2, 8 .s 2 1
t! # "
 .  .  .14 G s SL 4 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 10 q t,s 2 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .  .15 G s SL 5 , r s L q 1, n s 11, P 3, 8 , P 1, 1, 9 .s 2
t! # "
U .  .  .16 G s SL 5 , r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n ss 2 2 1
 .25 q t, P 1, n y 1
t! # "
 .  .  .17 G s SL 6 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 20 q t,s 3
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
) . .  .  .18 G s SL 6 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 26 q t,s 3 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
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t! # "
 .  .  .19 G s SL 6 , r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 32s 3 1 1
 .q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .20 G s SL 7 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 35 q t,s 3
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
) . .  .  .21 G s SL 7 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 42 q t,s 3 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .22 G s SL 8 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 56 q t,s 3
 .P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .23 G s Sp r , r s L q 1, n s 2 r q 1, P 1, 1, . . . , 1 .s 1
 .  .  .24 G s Sp r , r s L q 1 q 1, n s 2 r q 2, P e , e , e withs 1 1 2 3
e s odd.2
 .  .  .25 G s Sp r , r s L q 1 q 1 q 1, n s 2 r q 3, P m, n y ms 1
 .1 F m F n y m .
t! # "
 .  .  .26 G s Sp r , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , n s 2 r q t,s 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .27 G s Sp r , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 4 r q t,s 1 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .28 G s Sp r , r s L q L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 6 r qs 1 1 1
 .t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .29 G s Sp 2 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 9 q t,s 2 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .30 G s Sp 3 , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 14 q t,s 3
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .31 G s Sp 3 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 20 q t,s 3 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  . 32 G s SO r , r s L q 1, n s r q 1, P m, n y m 1 F m Fs 1
.n y m .
t! # "
 .  .  .33 G s SO r , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 , n s r q t,s 1
 .P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .  .34 G s Spin 7 , r s the spin rep. q1, n s 9, P 1, 8 , P 2, 7 ,s
 .P 3, 6 .
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t! # "
 .  .  .35 G s Spin 7 , r s the spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 , n s 8 q t,s
 .P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .36 G s Spin 7 , r s the spin rep. q the vector rep. q1 q ??? q 1s
 .  .t G 0 , n s 15 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .37 G s Spin 8 , r s a half-spin rep. q the vector rep.st! # "
 .  .q1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 16 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .38 G s Spin 9 , r s the spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 16 qs
 .t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .39 G s Spin 10 , r s a half-spin rep. q1, n s 17, P 3, 14 ,s
 .P 1, 1, 15 .
 .  .  .40 G s Spin 10 , r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1, n s 18, P 1, 1, 16 .s
 .  .41 G s Spin 10 , r s a half-spin rep. q1 q 1 q 1, n s 19,s
 .  .P 1, 18 , P 2, 17 .
t! # "
 .  .  .42 G s Spin 10 , r s a half-spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 4 , n ss
 .16 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .43 G s Spin 10 , r s a half-spin rep. q the vector rep.st! # "
 .  .q1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 26 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .44 G s Spin 10 , r s L q L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , where L s thes
 .even half-spin representation, n s 32 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .45 G s Spin 11 , r s the spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n ss
 .32 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .46 G s Spin 12 , r s a half-spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n ss
 .32 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .47 G s Spin 12 , r s a half-spin rep. q the vector rep.st! # "
 .  .q1 q ??? q 1 t G 0 , n s 44 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
t! # "
 .  .  .48 G s Spin 14 , r s a half-spin rep. q1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n ss
 .64 q t, P 1, n y 1 .
 .  .  .49 G s G , r s L q 1, n s 8, P 1, 7 , P 2, 6 .s 2 2
t! # "
 .  .  .50 G s G , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 2 , n s 7 q t, P 1, n y 1 .s 2 2
t! # "
 .  .  .51 G s E , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 27 q t, P 1, n y 1 .s 6 1
t! # "
 .  .  .52 G s E , r s L q 1 q ??? q 1 t G 1 , n s 56 q t, P 1, n y 1 .s 7 6
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